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The ultimate guide to the kitchen from Food52--the award-winning kitchen and home
destination--filled with ideas for creating, organizing, and enjoying everyone's favorite room in
the house.The first step to better, happier cooking? Setting up a tip-top kitchen. We're talking
one that's stocked with essential tools and ingredients, organized so everything you need is
close at hand, and sparkling-clean from floor to ceiling. Food52 is here to make it happen. Your
Do-Anything Kitchen gathers the smartest ideas and savviest tricks from the Food52 community
and test kitchen to help you transform your space into its very best self.If you're ready for a top-
to-bottom kitchen revamp, this handbook's got you covered--but it's packed with small-but-
mighty upgrades, too. Stick with us, and you'll get to know which cooking tools are must-haves,
discover new pantry staples for on-a-whim meals, and learn tons of tips to make your fridge
(freezer, too!) work even harder for you. You'll find strategies for tidying storage-container clutter
and arranging all your cooking gadgets--and while you're at it, maximizing precious drawer and
counter space. Once you've gotten your kitchen in order, you can start cooking with a new spring
in your step, thanks to a handy how-to on knife skills and a mini-guide to mise en place. A
chapter chock-full of cleaning advice will keep your kitchen at its spiffiest.Throughout, you'll get
tours of real-life, super-functional home kitchens from cookbook authors, chefs, bakers, and
more. Armed with a choose-your-own-adventure meal-prep planner, helpful charts on the art of
speedy, streamlined dinners, and a game-changing cleaning checklist, you'll whiz through your
routine like the efficiency expert you now are. So whether you're putting together your very first
kitchen or looking to spruce up a well-loved space, Your Do-Anything Kitchen will turn it into the
greatest-possible place to cook--and spend time.

About the AuthorFOOD52 was founded by Amanda Hesser and Merrill Stubbs--two authors and
opinionated home cooks who formerly worked for the New York Times--to celebrate food as the
center of a well-lived life with recipes, books, home goods, and more. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.IntroductionIf you’ve
ever cooked while camping—with nothing more than a heavy skillet over the campfire grates
and a jug of water leaning against the nearest tree—you know that it’s possible to make a
homey, functional kitchen just about anywhere.You can make a kitchen in a college dorm room,
with a triple stack of storage bins for a pantry and some thrift-store mixing bowls and spoons.
You can make one in a shoebox apartment with a single burner and mini fridge, in a big
farmhouse with what feels like an acre of counter space, and anywhere in between. It doesn’t
need to be shaped a certain way or have a certain look; you don’t have to install special cabinets
or plot out renovations. With a hunger for good food, a roll-up-your-sleeves attitude, and a few
key tools, a great kitchen emerges.We’re here to help you make your own great kitchen, plain



and simple—whether you’re starting from scratch or hoping to shake up your well-loved space.
We want your kitchen to be somewhere you’ll do a lot of cooking and just as much living. After
all, isn’t it the first place we hit in the morning, and the last place we turn out the lights before
heading to bed? Not to mention all the time we spend there making toast and tea; putting the
finishing touches on a birthday cake; or standing in front of the refrigerator, door open, looking
for a late-night snack.To guide you to that kitchen where you can do all that (and then some),
we’ve created this mighty little handbook. It’s packed with tips, tools, and strategies of all kinds,
backed up by ten years of smarts from the Food52 test kitchen and our community of trusted
home cooks. And since cooking is always more fun with friends, we’ve brought in some longtime
favorite voices in food—cookbook authors, chefs, bakers, and more—who are, above all,
devoted home cooks. We’ll take a moment to peek into their kitchens, stand at their elbows, and
learn just what makes their cheerful, delicious spaces their own.This is a book for old hands and
newbies alike, for the executive and sous chefs among us, for bakers and cooks, for big kitchens
and little ones. We hope you’ll turn to it when it’s time to buy your first pan or upgrade your
standby; when you’re looking to stock your new home’s kitchen or reignite your love for cooking.
We hope this book sends you racing to fling open your cabinets with new determination. Most of
all, we hope it helps make your kitchen feel like home.—Amanda Hesser & Merrill Stubbs,
cofounders of Food52
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YousIndexIntroductionIf you’ve ever cooked while camping—with nothing more than a heavy
skillet over the campfire grates and a jug of water leaning against the nearest tree—you know
that it’s possible to make a homey, functional kitchen just about anywhere.You can make a
kitchen in a college dorm room, with a triple stack of storage bins for a pantry and some thrift-
store mixing bowls and spoons. You can make one in a shoebox apartment with a single burner
and mini fridge, in a big farmhouse with what feels like an acre of counter space, and anywhere
in between. It doesn’t need to be shaped a certain way or have a certain look; you don’t have to
install special cabinets or plot out renovations. With a hunger for good food, a roll-up-your-
sleeves attitude, and a few key tools, a great kitchen emerges.We’re here to help you make your
own great kitchen, plain and simple—whether you’re starting from scratch or hoping to shake up
your well-loved space. We want your kitchen to be somewhere you’ll do a lot of cooking and just
as much living. After all, isn’t it the first place we hit in the morning, and the last place we turn out
the lights before heading to bed? Not to mention all the time we spend there making toast and
tea; putting the finishing touches on a birthday cake; or standing in front of the refrigerator, door
open, looking for a late-night snack.To guide you to that kitchen where you can do all that (and



then some), we’ve created this mighty little handbook. It’s packed with tips, tools, and strategies
of all kinds, backed up by ten years of smarts from the Food52 test kitchen and our community
of trusted home cooks. And since cooking is always more fun with friends, we’ve brought in
some longtime favorite voices in food—cookbook authors, chefs, bakers, and more—who are,
above all, devoted home cooks. We’ll take a moment to peek into their kitchens, stand at their
elbows, and learn just what makes their cheerful, delicious spaces their own.This is a book for
old hands and newbies alike, for the executive and sous chefs among us, for bakers and cooks,
for big kitchens and little ones. We hope you’ll turn to it when it’s time to buy your first pan or
upgrade your standby; when you’re looking to stock your new home’s kitchen or reignite your
love for cooking. We hope this book sends you racing to fling open your cabinets with new
determination. Most of all, we hope it helps make your kitchen feel like home.—Amanda Hesser
& Merrill Stubbs, cofounders of Food52How to Use This BookThink of this book as a letter of
recommendation, a can-do manual, and a friendly voice to answer those tricky cooking
questions that pop up every now and then. Chapter by chapter, you’ll get rundowns on the tools
you’ll need to tackle any recipe, and the fridge and pantry goods to stock for a new world of on-a-
whim meals (think bake-sale jam bars, olive oil-y focaccia, and pantry dinners galore). You’ll
learn our tricks for organizing everything and keeping it that way (yes, even your rambling spice
collection); for finding both the adventure and the ease in cooking; and, finally, for cleaning it all
up at the end—even the tricky baked-on stuff.Within each chapter, we’ll walk through all the
main components of your kitchen: your workspace; your tools; and your pantry, fridge, and
freezer. And at the end of the chapter, we’ll give you a game plan to put the things you’ve learned
into practice. We’re talking shopping guides, checklists, and strategies of all sorts, to keep you
on track when you get off and running.You can turn to this book to:Outfit your drawers and
cabinets like a test-kitchen cook (see this page).Pare back your kitchen (see this page) and
donate what you no longer need (see this page).Stock your kitchen tool kit with all the essentials
for a couple hundred dollars or less (see this page).Boost your everyday cooking with a stable of
multipurpose ingredients (see this page).Make soup from a stone—or just six really good meals,
all from your pantry staples (see beginning on this page).Get your produce to last just a little bit
longer (see this page).Finally wrangle your food-storage containers in an order that makes
sense (see this page).Sort through your freezer (see this page), really clean it (see this page),
and harness its power (see this page).Learn the knife skills that’ll take you from a mince to a
mirepoix and everywhere in between (see beginning on this page).Become a kitchen-efficiency
expert, like a seasoned restaurant chef (see this page).Spruce up your whole kitchen from top to
bottom, without using a single harsh chemical (see this page).Break up the cleaning with a
routine you can lean on (see this page).Make the kitchen your very favorite place in the house
(see this page).Our Kitchen & Home WisdomWhether we’re whipping up waffles or washing
dishes, setting the table or twirling spaghetti, we believe in eating thoughtfully and living joyfully.
These ideas guide us in the kitchen and the rest of the home.HOW YOU EAT IS HOW YOU
LIVE.We shop for, organize, and design our homes with the same care we put into cooking and



eating—from taking the time to source ingredients we love to preparing and enjoying
them.SIMPLICITY IS THE NAME OF THE GAME.What’s beautiful (and delicious) should also
be accessible, and some of our favorite ingredients and solutions are the simplest. All that
matters is that you love it.BUY FEWER, BETTER-QUALITY THINGS.Whether food items or
home goods, it’s better to have a little of something you use often and will continue to cherish
than a lot of something you don’t love and won’t use. Our wooden butcher block was a solid
investment, but it’s the only one we have—and it sees a lot of our daily dinner prep.WASTE
NOT.Thoughtful consumption is the name of the game. We try to buy and cook only what we
need, get creative with leftovers, and clean up with an eye toward eco-friendliness—meaning
with as few chemicals and single-use anythings as possible.SHOP SMALL.We’re talking buying
from farmers, artisans, mom-and-pops, and food co-ops. When we have the option to support
independent makers, we do.COOK AT HOME AS MUCH AS YOU CAN.Making a meal in the
comfort of your own kitchen is one of life’s greatest pleasures. Cooking is one of the most
meaningful things anyone can do—for the environment, for your creativity, for bringing people
together.ANYBODY CAN COOK AND COOK WELL.Even if you can’t quite boil water or you
always seem to burn your toast (hey—us, too), the tools and know-how in these chapters will
inspire you to get cooking. To the kitchen!CHAPTER 1Setting UpLet’s say you want to go on a
road trip—cross-country! You’ll need a reliable car and a tank full of gas. You’ll want a map you
can trust, some time, patience, and a good playlist.Now, let’s say the road trip is actually a
cooking journey. The car is your kitchen, and that tank of gas is your kitchen tool kit. And the
trusty map? This chapter. Here, you’ll find the crop of tools needed for nearly any recipe, plus the
essentials for serving and enjoying what you cook (and saving it for later). As we get on our way,
outfitting the kitchen little by little, we hope you’ll add your own handy favorites and feel ready to
take on the road.USE THIS CHAPTERTo Assemble Your Kitchen’s All-Star TeamYour
ToolsWhen it comes to picking tools, we like to balance super-utilitarian with super-lovely. Tools
that’ll last forever, feel good in hand, and wink at us from the shelf or drawer? That’s the stuff that
has our name all over it. With kitchen tools, having fewer, higher-quality pieces is better than
having too many unitaskers or special-occasion items that we don’t reach for often. These go-tos
will make cooking a heck of a lot easier—and more fun.Tools fall into a few categories: for
snipping, slicing, and mixing (knives, small appliances, handheld tools, and the like); for
cooking, baking, and other kitchen wizardry (pots and pans and bakeware); and for serving,
sharing, and nibbling (what the eating happens on). In each category, you’ll find the Must-Haves
that we couldn’t cook without; you’ll also find the Nice-to-Haves that broaden our kitchen’s
horizons (or simply speed up dinner). But it’s not all work. We also call out the “tools” whose
main job is to make you smile. That’s a big part of being in the kitchen!FOR SNIPPING, SLICING
& MIXINGKnives: Making the CutA great knife can help you whip up just about anything—a
shaved salad, a spatchcocked chicken, a hearty hash, and beyond. You’ll use it more than any
other tool. In general, we recommend knives with a solid, weighty stainless-steel or carbon-steel
blade and a handle that feels nice in hand, whether plastic or wood. We’re here to help you pick



the right shapes and sizes for your cooking. (Psst: Check out Your Kitchen Cheat Sheet on this
page for any measurement conversions you may need.)Must-HavesChef’s knife: A true
workhorse, this large knife has a broad, sharp blade for doing a whole mess of kitchen tasks.
Choose between a Western-style chef’s knife (with a slightly curved edge) and a Japanese-style
santoku knife (a bit thinner, with a flat edge). We find 8- to 10-inch blades to be the most
versatile.Kitchen shears: These can break down a raw chicken, snip fresh herbs, cut up a pizza,
and lots more. Bonus points for blades that come apart for thorough cleaning.Knife block,
magnetic rack, or blade covers: Instead of sticking knives straight into the drawer, where they’ll
quickly dull, consider using a countertop knife block or wall-mounted magnetic rack. If you do
like your knives drawer-side (maybe you want them well out of the way of young kids or a
rascally pet cat), try an in-drawer knife organizer or hardy blade covers. These helpers will
protect your knives and you.Paring knife: Small, sharp, and light, this little one (3 to 5 inches!) is
all about the details—hulling strawberries, scoring pie dough, deveining shrimp, and
more.Serrated knife: This sturdy blade with small serrated grooves won’t hesitate against a crisp
crust, a tender tomato, or a delicate-crumbed cake. Go for one 10 inches long.Nice-to-
HavesCleaver: A definite for at-home butchers. Look for one with a heavy handle and
blade.Honing steel and/or whetstone: Sharp knives are safe knives, thanks to regular care. A
honing steel realigns the “teeth” of the knife to help spruce up your blade in the short term, while
a whetstone will give you a true sharpening. (If you don’t have either of these, keep your friendly
neighborhood knife sharpener—or hardware store—on speed dial.)Mini serrated knife: This 4½-
incher is an ace for soft fruits, like peaches, stubborn-skinned citrus, or a log of frozen cookie
dough.WHERE IN THE WORLD IS MY KNIFE FROM?Many countries are known for their knife
craftsmanship, but the knives you’ll see most often are German and Japanese. German knives
are made of a thicker, softer steel than Japanese knives, which are made of a hard, thin, brittle
steel that requires skilled sharpening. For an all-purpose or beginner’s knife, go German. If
you’re an experienced cook with a trusted sharpener (or can sharpen yourself), go
Japanese.Cutting Boards: Join the Block PartyAlmost all good cooking starts with honest
chopping and slicing on a cutting board. We gravitate toward models without extra bells and
whistles and keep a range of sizes: at least two large ones (12 by 18 inches, minimum) for most
big jobs, and a little one (say, 6 by 8 inches) for cutting up a quick snack. (Psst: Check out Your
Kitchen Cheat Sheet on this page for any measurement conversions you may need.)Our
FavesWooden or bamboo boards: These go-tos are easy on knives and on the eyes, though
they can be an investment and require some regular care. You can’t go wrong with solid maple
boards, but eco-friendly bamboo boards are a little friendlier on the wallet.Plastic boards: These
are cheap, easy to clean, and kind to your knives; we always have a stack of them and love
being able to throw ’em in the dishwasher after a particularly messy job. We prefer shock-
absorbing solid plastic boards to flexible plastic sheets, which are less sturdy and more difficult
to chop on comfortably.Wooden butcher block: If you have the space and budget, an extra-large
(around 24 by 18 inches) and thick (1½ inches) chopping block is a handsome, near-



indestructible statement piece. Whether a stand-alone block or part of your countertop, these
get special designation. We love them for all the reasons we love wooden boards—looks,
durability, and friendliness to knives. If you’re able to budget a bit more for one of these beauts,
you’ll be amply rewarded.No-WaysGlass, slate, and marble boards: They might look pretty, but
cutting on them is like buying an express ticket to Dull Knife City. Save these for serving (hello,
bountiful cheese plate!) instead.WHAT IF I’M CUTTING MEAT?Contrary to what you might have
heard, plastic and wooden boards are equally good for meat. Wood is naturally antimicrobial
(cool!) and, of course, is nice to look at—though plastic is easier to clean in the dishwasher.
Regardless, if you cook meat often, keep one dedicated, durable board that you can
consistently put through the cleaning wringer (see this page to learn how to remove any stains or
smells that come your board’s way).The Cutting Board Our Community Helped MakeWhen we
were designing our own dream cutting board for our Five Two line, we asked 10,000 home cooks
about their essential features. Boy, did they have some great ideas.They love a large, durable
board with ample room for chopping……that’s handsome enough to moonlight as a serving
platter……with a deep juice-catching groove on one side (and a smooth reverse)……that’s easy
to lift (phew).Small Appliances: The Magic MakersThese little machines are where so much of
the transformation happens in the kitchen—but for most of your cooking, you’ll just need a few
things. Here are the zippers, zappers, and whirlers that earn their keep in our homes—and still
leave our countertops uncluttered. (Psst: Check out Your Kitchen Cheat Sheet on this page for
any measurement conversions you may need.)Must-HavesStand or handheld electric mixer: If
you’re a baker, your mixer is practically an extension of your body. Spring for a stand mixer (like
the classic, near-synonymous KitchenAid) or go for the smaller, budget-friendlier hand mixer
(which can’t do quite everything a stand mixer can but makes light work of mixing and whipping
all the same).Food processor: The giver of hummus, pesto, and quick-shredded cheese or
vegetables—we love this machine and want to shout it from the rooftops! Pick one that has a
capacity of at least 10 cups and comes with an all-purpose blade, a feeding tube, and a
detachable shredding disc accessory that usually accompanies new models.Caffeine machine
(and accessories) of choice: Teapot? French press? Auto-drip? Burr grinder? Buy whatever you
need to get your fix.Nice-to-HavesBlender: A food processor can do much of the work of a
blender—but a blender really is king for liquids. Go for one with a capacity of at least 56 ounces;
buy a high-powered version if you’re a smoothie aficionado.Immersion blender: Great for lovers
of creamy soups and homemade mayo.Microwave, toaster, and/or toaster oven: These are
inessential tools to some, but couldn’t-live-without-’ems to others. We’ll let you be the judge on
these shortcutters. Pick ones that are easy to clean, without too many extra parts.Mini (3- to 5-
cup) food processor: This little one is great for smaller jobs that don’t warrant the big processor,
like chopping a handful of nuts or making a salsa verde.Mortar and pestle: Get a heavy marble
or granite model with a large bowl that gives you room to work. (Alternatively, a small electric
grinder is a good pick.)Slow cooker, pressure cooker, or a combination multicooker: The 6-quart
size is a good all-purpose option. Use these for quicker-than-quick cooked beans and lentils; set-



it-and-forget-it stews, chilis, and braises; and much more.Stove-top or electric kettle: Your pick
for hot water, fast. A goosenecked model is great for extra-precise pour-over
coffee.Unnecessary-but-Lovable UnitaskersIce-cream maker: For lovers of rocky road cones
and slushy cocktails alike, we’d happily recommend either the frozen canister-style or a
superluxe self-refrigerating model.Juicer: An easy-to-clean machine (read: dishwasher-safe
parts) with an extra-large pulp bin will serve you well. If you’re new to juicing, consider a more
affordable centrifugal model, which uses heat to extract the juice; cold-press juicers are a bit
pricier (and extract with no heat, as their name says) but give the highest juice yield with the
most nutrients.Rice cooker: Looking for fluffy, perfectly cooked grains with the flick of a switch? A
5-cup model is great for a family of four, but a 3-cup is best for smaller households. Again, pick
one that’s easy to clean and has large and accessible buttons; avoid those with too many extra
doodads.The Little ThingsThese are the oft-reached-for tools that sit proudly in a crock,
stoveside, or are nestled in the drawer nearest our prep station. As a general rule, simpler tends
to be better with these essential friends. We generally steer clear of single-use tools—but
everyone’s got their favorite gadgets. If you use it and love it, keep it. (Psst: Check out Your
Kitchen Cheat Sheet on this page for any measurement conversions you may need.)Must-
HavesBox grater: Look for one with a no-slip base, an easily grippable handle, and a sharp
stainless-steel grating surface on each of its four to six distinct sides. It should tackle the hard
(potatoes) and the soft (mozzarella) equally well.Can opener: We like a basic model (no
magnets or special tricks) with a large turning knob and ergonomic handles.Colander: Smaller
holes make it as good for draining grains and pasta as for washing vegetables. Plastic and metal
versions both work great.Dry measuring cups: Whether made of metal or plastic, pick a set with
¼ cup,  cup, ½ cup, and 1 cup measures.Fish spatula: Typically made of stainless steel, its thin
edge slides under lots more than fish—delicate fried eggs, tender all-beef patties, cheesy
fritters, and more.Kitchen towels: We’re faithful to large, lint-free, quick-drying cotton flour-sack
towels. A couple of thicker, extra-absorbent utility towels round out the pack.Ladle: Get a roomy
one made of stainless steel, and soup’s on. (Rum punch, too!)Liquid measuring cups: One 4-cup
measure and one 1-cup measure are all you need. We like ones made of glass.Measuring
spoons: Decorative sets are cute, but not as accurate as classic stainless- steel or plastic
spoons.Mixing and prep bowls: A stainless-steel or glass nesting set of three is all you’ll need for
prepping, mixing, and serving.Peeler: We’ll happily use a straight or Y-shaped peeler with a
plastic or stainless-steel handle, as long as it feels good to hold and the blade is sturdy and
sharp.Pepper mill: We prefer fresh-ground pepper over preground any day of the week! Pick
whatever design you like best but make sure it’s easy to refill.Rasp-style grater: You might know
this as a Microplane. We love it for finely zesting citrus, grating garlic to a paste, and piling fluffy
banks of Parmesan on pasta.Silicone spatulas: Get one large and one small, ideally without a
detachable head (which can come apart easily and trap bits of food and bacteria inside).Spider
or slotted spoon: For lifting just-boiled eggs and crisp-fried falafel from the pot, you can’t go
wrong with a metal variety, which won’t melt—unlike the plastic versions.Tongs: For turning



steaks and tossing greens, look for a stainless-steel set with a strong, steady grip. A collapsing
and locking feature allows for convenient storage, but isn’t a “must.”Wooden spoons: We’d be
lost without at least two, one with a bowl for tasting and one with a flat edge for scraping.Nice-to-
Haves¼-cup liquid measure: For the precision-minded, a glass mini measuring cup delineates
tablespoons, teaspoons, and ounces.Apron: It’s got us covered in the kitchen.Citrus reamer: The
perfect tool for getting every last drop of juice. We like the simple wooden style.Corkscrew: For
bottles of red and white, we prefer simple folding “waiter’s friend” models over the ones with
“arms.”Digital scale: For super-exact measuring in your cooking and baking.Fine-mesh sieve:
This strainer produces silky-smooth purées and sauces.Funnel: A thin-mouthed one is great for
decanting olive oil from jug to cruet (see “oil cruet” entry), and a wide-mouthed model can help
dried goods go easily into jars. Stainless-steel or plastic types both work great.Instant-read
thermometer: With this helpful tool, you’ll never undercook meat or bread again. Though
thermometers can range quite a bit in cost and quality, we prefer an inexpensive to middle-of-the-
road model. What matters most is a quick and accurate temperature measure (3 to 5 seconds),
sturdy build, long probe length, and an easy-to-read dial.Kitchen twine: Get a ball (food-grade or
made of 100 percent cotton) for tying roasts and making herb bundles.Mandoline: Spring for a
thin, flat, Japanese-style model with a sharp stainless-steel blade and a hand guard. (Watch
your fingers!)Mini offset spatula: A cookie-lifting, mayo-spreading, and cake-frosting dynamo
made of stainless steel.
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Food52 Your anything lyrics, Food52 Your food52 salary, food52 job opportunities, best food52
products, best food52 recipes

Food52 Baking: 60 Sensational Treats You Can Pull Off in a Snap (Food52 Works), Food52
Vegan: 60 Vegetable-Driven Recipes for Any Kitchen [A Cookbook] (Food52 Works), Food52 A
New Way to Dinner: A Playbook of Recipes and Strategies for the Week Ahead [A Cookbook]
(Food52 Works), Food52 Ice Cream and Friends: 60 Recipes and Riffs [A Cookbook] (Food52
Works), Food52 Mighty Salads: 60 New Ways to Turn Salad into Dinner [A Cookbook] (Food52
Works), Food52 Any Night Grilling: 60 Ways to Fire Up Dinner (and More) [A Cookbook]
(Food52 Works), Food52 Genius Desserts: 100 Recipes That Will Change the Way You Bake [A
Baking Book] (Food52 Works), Food52 Dynamite Chicken: 60 Never-Boring Recipes for Your
Favorite Bird [A Cookbook] (Food52 Works), Food52 Your Do-Anything Kitchen: The Trusty



Guide to a Smarter, Tidier, Happier Space (Food52 Works), Food52 Simply Genius: Recipes for
Beginners, Busy Cooks & Curious People [A Cookbook] (Food52 Works), The Essential New
York Times Cookbook: The Recipes of Record (10th Anniversary Edition), The Food52
Cookbook: 140 Winning Recipes from Exceptional Home Cooks, Made for Living: Collected
Interiors for All Sorts of Styles, Homebody: A Guide to Creating Spaces You Never Want to Leave



snobird39, “Great Just Great. I am about halfway through this little book and already
reorganizing my kitchen mainly by collecting all alike items into one place such as all wooden
breadboards, cheeseboards, wooden carving boards into one spot -- never realized how many I
had but glad to have them in one cupboard rather than searching through the kitchen for the
board I need. The biggest task is to organize all plastic containers and to get rid of potential
harmful containers -- this was my biggest task. Next big task was gathering all baking dishes,
pans, etc, to store in double cupboard all by themselves -- never knew I had so many. Did set a
few aside to recycle. Pantry is next to reorg. As the title says, this is one great little book on how
to organize your kitchen.  Don't know how I got along without it.”

Athena, “Great Light Reading. I kept this in my handbag for reading when I have been waiting.
Articles and some recipes for the price of a magazine.”

greenrunner75, “Beautiful book with a Great Design and Tips. Really good book for someone
who wants to have a beautiful, well functioning, and organized kitchen”

Rochelle P., “Bookmarks. I found this book by Food 52 very informative, so I bookmarked the
pages I want to reference. It's a great little book, which I recommend.”

The book by Editors of Food52 has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 127 people have provided feedback.
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